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Motivation: TCs as rare, albeit significant contributors to climate

Re-analyses very likely under-estimating the role of TCs in 
producing precipitation and moisture transports.

What is the role of model resolution, model physics, DA?

Contribution of TCs to the extreme rainfall (amount fraction) (%) from July to October, employing TCs 
tracks from (a) IBTrACS, (b) JRA-55 and (c) ERA-Interim. Climatology for 1998-2015
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Guo et al. 2017

Franco-Diaz et al. 2018 in prep.



Total storms: 17
- 17 tropical storms (39+ mph)
- 10 hurricanes (74+ mph)
- 6 major hurricanes (111+ mph)

Accumulated Cyclone Energy (ACE) index = 226

Motivation II: a changing risk from TCs

Maria

IrmaJose

Ophelia

Thanks to Jo Camp

GFS analysis of “record-setting ex-Hurricane 
Ophelia, which underwent tropical transition, rapid 
intensification as a TC in a very unusual 
geographic region, extratropical transition 
(including warm seclusion) that led to the strongest 
winds in Ireland in recorded history, and finally 
occlusion as a decaying cold-core extratropical 
cyclone.”

moe.met.fsu.edu/cyclonephase



TC observations are just a mess… (K. Hodges, 2018)

P. Loizou, 2018, unpublished



There is a constant effort to re-visit and complete TC observations

Vecchi and Knutson 2008

Analyses of long 
time series 
(basically NATL)
show that 
substantial 
decadal variability 
is present and 
needs to be 
considered in risk 
estimates and 
management 
actions.

Vecchi and Knutson 2011

Careful with fitting linear trends…



TCs in 6 re-analyses
Main finding: re-analyses are able to credibly reproduce TCs in 
the higher categories, but are challenged in the TD, TS and 
CAT1 categories.

We created a 
complementary TC 
database that can be 
used to assist risk 
assessment, by:
1. increasing the 

sample size and 
2. providing physically 

based estimates of 
model uncertainty.



P. Loizou, 2018, unpublished

There is no trace of TC trends in the re-analyses:
Re-analyses are inherently wrong, but consistent!



P. Loizou, 2018, unpublished

There is no trace of TC trends in the re-analyses:
there is, however, substantial and interesting variability
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P. Loizou, 2018, unpublished

Power spectra of TC time series in different basins, from 3 data sets
IBTrACS NCEP JRA55
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Natural 
variability of TCs

Some evidence of TC 
variability in the ENSO 
frequency range. 
There is also evidence 
of decadal variability, 
but the time series 
are too short for 
robustness.

Can GCMs help in 
understanding 
whether or not this is 
a robust feature of 
the climate system?

North Atlantic West Pacific

P.L. Vidale et al., 2018, unpublished

HURDAT

IBTrACS



Natural variability of TCs

Some evidence of 
TC variability in 
the ENSO 
frequency range. 
There is also 
evidence of 
decadal 
variability, but the 
time series are 
too short for 
robustness.

Can GCMs help in 
understanding 
whether or not 
this is a robust 
feature of the 
climate system?

ERAI

JRA55

North Atlantic West Pacific



Tropical Cyclones “emerge” at high resolution
Results finally confirmed by the US CLIVAR Hurricane Working Group (HWG),

via a systematic multi-model intercomparison:
• TC tracks and interannual variability in frequency are credibly represented at 20km;

• however, intensity is still underestimated by some of the GCMs at this resolution

• HRCM played a strong role in the first HWG; even stronger role in next phase
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Distribution of the number of TCs per year

Shaevitz et al. 2015. Journal of Climate

Joint Weather & Climate
Research Programme

A partne rsh ip  in  clim a te  resea rch  

Shaevitz et al. 2015. Journal of Climate



ENSO-TC: track density anomalies

Match well

Overpronounced
variability

Bell et al. J. Clim 2012



TCs and ENSO in CLIVAR HWG exercise

From Shaevitz et al. 2014



New slide 12/28

N96-ORCA1
N216-ORCA025
N216-ORCA12
N512-ORCA025
N512-ORCA12

PRIMAVERA: decadal variability in unforced runs

M. Roberts, P. L. Vidale, K. Hodges, unpublished AR



TC ACE variability from centennial free-running AOGCM simulations
North Atlantic West Pacific

Both NA and WP basins 
exhibit TC variability in 
the decadal range, for 
periods of up to 50 
years.

These two simulations 
impose constant 
anthropogenic forcing, 
that is: we have denied 
the climate change of 
the last 65+ years.

The existence of such 
natural variability 
makes the 
interpretation of 
climate change 
complicated.

HadGEM3-GC2
Ensemble Member 1
~100 years

HadGEM3-GC3.1
Ensemble Member 2
~500 years



Variability of TC ACE in GCMs forced with high resolution SSTs (HadISST2.2)
North Atlantic West Pacific

HadGEM3
N216
1950-2014

HadGEM3
N512
1950-2014



What will happen to TCs in the future?
Typhoons will migrate poleward … and a NA hurricane reduction

2012 UPSCALE MODELLING CAMPAIGN

Roberts et al. 2015. Journal of Climate, RCP 8.5 scenario

GPI-based estimates
agree in the Pacific, 
albeit not in the Atlantic

Bell et al. J. Clim. 2012, idealised HiGEM simulations



From US CLIVAR to                CMIP6-HighResMIP TC simulations
Hurricane Working Group (2015)
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Shaevitz et al. 2015. Journal of Climate

Tropical Cyclones “emerge” at high resolution

Our main question: is this a robust result?

We need a multi-model, multi-resolution, 

ensemble approach

PRIMAVERA, 2018

AR



Models in PRIMAVERA running 
HighResMIP protocol

6 different atmosphere-only GCMs

7 different coupled GCMs
(though some common components)

Range of resolutions: from 100km to 20km
… and further to sub-10km 

HighResMIP: Haarsma et al., GMD, 2016 AR



Tropical Cyclone track density: 65 year climatologies
(storm transits per month per 4 degree unit area)

LR
HR

Roberts et al. 2018, in preparation

OBSERVATIONS

AR



Low resolutionHigh resolution

Roberts et al. 2018, in preparation AR



TC intensity using MSLP-10m wind 
(instantaneous 6 hourly, not max/min over 6 hours)

Continuous 
lines are 
coarser 
GCMs

Dashed 
lines are 
higher 
resolution 
GCMs

Roberts et al. 2018, in preparation AR

HadGEM3, from 100 to 10km resolution



TC Precipitation trends from CMIP6 HighResMIP

It seems that at
higher resolution
the models tend to 
have a larger
increasing trend in 
precipitation per 
TC and a larger
decreasing trend in 
the number of 
tropical cyclones
days per year.

What are the 
mechanism by 
which resolution
influences the 
latter?

AMIP-type, HighResSST CTL, constant 1950s forcing Historical, EasyAerosol forcing

AGCMs AOGCMs AOGCMs
B. Vanniere, 2018, unpublished AR

High resolution AGCMs

Low resolution AGCMs

High resolution AGCMs

Low resolution AGCMs

High resolution AGCMs

Low resolution AGCMs



Interannual TC frequency correlation with 
observations (all/hurr) - 1 member

Reanalyses

In 2015, as part of our work in the US CLIVAR 
Hurricane Working Group 
using our 2012 PRACE-UPSCALE data:

TC frequency, track density and interannual
variability are credibly represented at 20km.

Roberts et al. 2015. Journal of Climate
Previously also shown in Zhao et al. (2010) and Strachan et al. (2011)

Roberts et al. 2018, in preparation

One of the most important results in the 
CLIVAR HWG experiment was this: skill at 
representing interannual variability 
improves with model resolution. 

à Key to seasonal prediction of 
hurricanes (and typhoons)

AR



Multiple GCM resolutions of 
ensembles, 2 tracking 
algorithms
At least 6 ensemble members needed 
in the North Atlantic to understand skill in 
simulating interannual variability

3-4 ensemble members seem 
sufficient in the West Pacific.

We do have a heterogeneous ensemble 
in PRIMAVERA, but also small 
ensembles of each GCM. à need to 
revisit IV

Is using single ensemble members 
per GCM enough to robustly 
represent interannual variability?



Summary
• We have made substantial progress in understanding the role of resolution (dynamics) in 

the representation of the hydrological cycle in GCMs. As we increase resolution: 
– less water is recycled on land and more water is transported from ocean to land
– the role of physical parameterisations is therefore reduced
– cyclones play a role, but so do mountains

• Tropical Cyclones emerge in high-resolution GCMs: 
– The good and the bad:

• 50-20km resolution: credible representations of track density and interannual variability
• Structures are credible at ~20km, but TCs still too large in most GCMs.
• Intensity at ~20km still not sufficient to capture all CAT4,5 in most GCMs (but there are notable 

exceptions with full spectrum represented)
• We need ensemble size of at least 5 to robustly represent interannual variability

– TC-ENSO relationship credibly represented in historical simulations
– Poleward shift of TCs seen in climate change projections by GCMs capable of resolving 

TCs
• We are working towards sub-10km GCMs: expect better skill in terms of intensity.
• Much work left to do on post-tropical cyclones, extra-tropical transition, structures, etc.



PTC-associated 
precipitation

Fraction of 95th percentile 
exceedances attributable 
to PTCs

PTC contribution to 
total precipitation

Precipitation attributed to Post-Tropical Cyclones (from ERA-I)

METHOD:
Cyclone-associated precipitation is 
computed by defining 10° radial caps 
around PTC centres at 6-hourly timesteps 
(following Hawcroft et al., 2012).

METHOD:
Attribute 6-hourly heavy precipitation events 
(95th percentile exceedances) to PTC 
transits (following Pfahl and Wernli, 2012).

ANNUAL MEAN


